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To his natural conservatism (he came from Scots-Irish
stock in Maine) he gave the economic rein. To the
idealism which had become part of him in the East he
added an inherited stock of hard-hcadcclncss.
He was the sort of Wilsonian that you could not catch
bending.
When the Emperor applied to Washington for a financial
adviser at the time of his coronation, the State Department
immediately asked gold-standard Colson if he would like
the job. He would.
By the beginning of the crisis with Italy Colson was
already the Emperor's chief all-purpose man. In strength
of purpose and steadiness of aim, he stood head and
shoulders above Virgin, the Swede, and Aubcrson, the Swiss.
He was combatively anti-Imperialist. He distrusted the
three limitrophe powers in the following order : Italy,
France, Great Britain. But in his personal dealings with
their representatives he behaved perfectly ; he made
friends of many.
Colson saw the weaknesses of Ethiopian national character
quite clearly. He knew that there was a lot of graft ; that
much time was wasted on discussion ; that they were over-
suspicious and made unnecessary enemies ; that they
could not say no ; that their conceit was phenomenal.
He thought and said that Mulugcta, the old War Minister,
was incompetent. ee Here they tell you So-and-so's a very
intelligent man,53 said Colson, cc and that means he can
speak French."
Colson served the Ethiopians loyally, but frankly. That
was why they liked and depended on him. He regularly
told them, with that sarcastic twist of his under the grey
moustache, and looking at them steadily between the eyes,
when he thought them asses—" unwise" he would say.
He and the Emperor co-operated easily. The two would
discuss the lines of a note,* Colson would express the
* Colson writes me : " This paragraph gives an altogether incorrect
idea of procedure in drafting notes up to the time that the ' Trinity ' dis-
banded as a result of the departure of two of its members. You ignore
Virgin and relegate Auberson to the task of a French scribe. You also
ignore Tasfai. The first step was usually an oral discussion between the
four of us ; if any important political move was involved we went in a
body to see the Emperor and ascertain his views. Sometimes we took
with us a written draft to serve as basis for discussion : sometimes we
delayed the making of a draft until after such discussion. More frequently

